
INDIGENOUS-INSPIRED FURNITURE



FIRST NATIONS 
INSPIRED FURNITURE

MEDICINE 
WHEEL 
Medicine Wheel assists to create 
guided conversation about the 
First Nations core values.  Inspired 
by those from the past, it depicts 
the circle of life. Each quadrant 
reminds us to remain balanced in 
all four aspects of our being – spi- 
ritual, emotional, physical and mental. 
Other teachings of the Medicine Wheel 
focus on developmental stages relating to 
the four elements – Earth, Water, Air and Fire.

MityBilt was started 30 years ago by a visionary who 
realized that educational furniture was not meeting 
the requirements of First Nations communities. 
MityBilt designed a range of educational furniture 
that incorporated benefits that has made it the 
choice of First Nations schools across Canada. Our 
First Nations customer values are still embodied in 
the contemporary and durable furniture for today’s 
21st Century Classroom.

MityBilt included both colour and shape into our 
furniture knowing the importance of these features 
to our First Nations customers. MityBilt provides a 
wide choice of colours and shapes for both soft and 
hard furnishings.
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GRAPHIC MEDICINE WHEEL
Size (in.): 48DIA
Part Number: E48RMW
Part Number: E48RMW.BLU

An alternate Blue segment version of the  
Medicine Wheel Table

An alternate Blue segment version of the  
Graphic Medicine Wheel Table

Different nations interpret the Medicine Wheel dif-
ferently. Each of the 4 Directions (Noth, East, South 
& West) is typically represented by a distinctive col-
or, such as white, red, yellow, and black, which for 

some stands for the human races. The Medicine 
Wheel Table is an exclusive product by MityBilt that 
combines all four sections together as one solid  
table top.

MEDICINE WHEEL TABLE

SOLID MEDICINE WHEEL
Size (in.): 48DIA
Part Number: E48RSLDMED
Part Number: E48RSLDMED.BLU
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The concept of collaborative learning, the grouping 
and pairing of students for the purpose of achieving 
an academic goal, has been widely researched and 
advocated. The term “collaborative learning” refers 
to an instruction method in which students at various 
performance levels work together in small groups 
toward a common goal.

The students are responsible for one another’s 
learning as well as their own. Thus, the success of 
one student helps other students to be successful. 
The active exchange of ideas within small groups 
not only increases interest among the participants 
but also promotes critical thinking.

MEDICINE WHEEL COLLABORATIVE TABLES

72” MEDICINE WHEEL
Size (in.): 72DIA
Part Number: E72MED

96” MEDICINE WHEEL
Size (in.): 96DIA
Part Number: E96CRESMED

120” MEDICINE WHEEL
Size (in.): 120DIA
Part Number: E120CRESMED
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MEDICINE WHEEL OTTOMANS 

Juice seating can be combined to produce multiple 
sitting environments, ideal for informal group study 
and a sure way to bring life and vitality to any space! 
The structure is lightweight yet strong, combining a 
wooden frame with resilient foams and vinyls.

MEDICINE WHEEL OTTOMANS
Sectionals: 8 pieces
Height (in.): 18
Diameter: 120”
Part Number: JSMED.18
Part Number: JSMED.18.BLU

Medicine Wheel Ottoman

The 8-piece Medicine wheel ottomans pairs well with the 72” Medicine Wheel Table & the 96” Cresent  
Medicine Wheel Table to form an overall diameter of 120”

Available in black and blue colour

72” MEDICINE WHEEL + OTTOMANS
Size (in.): 72DIA
Part Number: E72MED.BLU + JSMED.18.BLU
Part Number: E72MED + JSMED.18
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JUICE CUP 

The Juice Cup is another, individual soft seating 
option for students to gather around the Medicine 
Wheel Table. The lightweight yet exceptionally 
durable cushions can be easily arranged in a mul-
titude of combinations, adapting to the needs of 
various situations. Whether it’s within the confines 

of a classroom for interactive learning sessions or 
in common areas for casual discussions, The Juice 
Cup effortlessly enhances the seating experience 
for students. Its adaptability and aesthetic appeal 
make it a valuable asset, fostering both comfort and 
creativity in educational and communal settings.

JUICE CUP
Size (dia.) (in.):  24
Height (in.) Part Number
14  JS24R.14
18  JS24R.18

Available in black and blue colour

An alternate Blue version
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HIVE FLOOR CUSHIONS 

The Hive Floor Cushion allows students sit com-
fortably and causally on the floor. Multiple cushions 
can also be stacked onto the mobile storage unit. 
The Hive series is 4“ thick & 20” wide hexagon 
shape floor cusion designed to help younger 
students stay comfortable on the floor.

HIVE FLOOR CUSHIONS
Height (in.): 4 
Width (in.): 20
Part Number: HSFC.MED

HIVE CART
Height (in.): 46 
Part Number: HIVECART10
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JIVE BALANCE STOOL 

ULTIMA STOOL

The Jive balance stool features a convex base 
allowing for a controlled active sitting position. The 
Jive allows you to adjust the height of the stool by 
adding or removing the column extensions, saving 
you the need to buy a new stool each time!

 JIVE STOOL
Part Number: JV12 | JV15 | JV18 | JV21

3” Adjustable height 
Extension columns

Self leveling soft 
rubber base

Memory foam seat

Unbeatable in quality, the ULTIMA has heavy duty, 
all-welded construction and shatter-proof seat. 

RED YELLOWAQUA NAVY

Jive Seat Colors

ULTIMA MAPLE SEAT
Height (In.) Part Number Wood Seat
18” S18 S18.WS
24” S24 S24.WS
26” S26 S26.WS
30” S30 S30.WS

Ultima Seat Colors

RED BLACK MAPLENAVY

 ULTIMA ADJUSTABLE
Height (in.) Part Number
20 - 26  S2026.AH
25 - 35  S2535.AH
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MAPLE SLAT BENCH

RAVE CHAIR  RAVE CHAIR
Height (in.) Part Number
12  RV12
14 RV14
16 RV16
18 RV18

With a pleasing design, flexible backrest and lum-
bar curvature, the ergonomic design of the RAVE 
chair has addressed this challenge through provid-
ing four different seating positions; Forward-facing, 
Rear-facing or by sitting over the left or right side of 
the chair. This freedom of posture allows your stu-
dents to remain in a healthy and comfortable seated 
position throughout the day. 

Solid maple wood slats

Fully welded frame

Rave Seating Positions

MAPLE SLAT BENCH
Height (in.): 18
Length (in.) Part Number
48  MSB48
60  MSB60
72  MSB72

GGRREEYY BLACKNAVY

Rave Chair Colors
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BUFFALO HSS7/BUFFALO
BEAVER HSS7/BEAVER
BEAR HSS7/BEAR
CROW HSS7/CROW

TURTLE HSS7/TURTLE
WOLF HSS7/WOLF
EAGLE HSS7/EAGLE

ANIMAL 

ACOUSTIC SACRED SEVEN 

ACOUSTIC EARTH

Each acoustic wall panel is 48” in diameter.

Animal Part Number Animal Part Number

HILL
Height (in.): 48 
Part Number: 
HSHILL/120

TIPI
Height (in.): 72 
Part Number: 
HSTIPI

MOUNTAIN
Height (in.): 68 
Part Number: 
HSMOUNTAIN/170

SPRUCE
Height (in.): 68 
Part Number:  
BTSPC/120240/12

Many Indigenous organizations and communities 
have adopted the 7 guiding principles, in one form 
or another, as a moral stepping stone and cultural 
foundation. Despite where the teachings may have 
originated, they share the same concepts of abiding 
by a moral respect for all living things.
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ACOUSTIC TREES

Acoustic felt is a sound absorbing 
material safe for use in any classroom, 
library or common area.

SunflowerWine OysterOceanMossApricot

Acoustic Felt Options

Experience the harmony of nature and improved 
acoustics with our Acoustic Trees. They’re not just 
functional - they’re also design pieces that make a 
statement. Our Acoustic Trees are made from 100%
P.E.T. fiber, with 60% of it derived from recycled plas-
tic water bottles, aiding in the reduction of ocean 

waste. Our Acoustic Trees are lightweight and du-
rable. They come in a range of colors to match any
décor. They not only make your classrooms quieter,
but also bring the calm of nature indoors, creating a
more comfortable learning environment. 

Tree Part Number
COSMO BTCOS/15240/12
ASH BTASH/120240/12
MAPLE BTMPL/17240/12

Cosmo

Ash

Maple
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Limited Lifetime Warranty

MityBilt is known for best-in-class 
educational furniture and has built a 

reputation of engineered products that 
exceed consumer expectations for quality 

and durability. For your peace of mind, 
MityBilt offers a limited lifetime warranty 

on all products.

MityBilt is Canadian-owned and 
operated. With the wealth and resources 
available in Canada, all MityBilt products 

are manufactured using high-quality 
Canadian raw materials.

Made in Canada

All MityBilt tables and desks conform 
with the most stringent indoor air quality 
standards by exceeding the GreenGuard 

Gold environmental requirements.

Greenguard Gold Certified

PO BOX 1158, 20 LIMESTONE BAY
STONEWALL, MANITOBA, R0C2Z0

WWW.MITYBILT.COM | 866.282.7243


